




Christopher Wendt
Makes sense to describe
source of all the data for SPEs,
i.e. muons, so maybe say that
up front in this paragraph?  Also
move the paragraph until later,
like at least wait until after
the next one, that reminds us
that this paper is about SPEs, 
but ideally wait until describing
the dataset�

Christopher Wendt
unclear wording?

Christopher Wendt






Christopher Wendt
Especially trying to be sure of capturing the leading edge

Christopher Wendt
Mostly muons from downgoing cosmic ray showers, right?

Christopher Wendt
This would be an opportunity to talk about the different trigger rates as a function of depth, that could be left out of earlier section.



Christopher Wendt
Confusing… probably need different wording, e.g. “In order to avoid the selection bias of the discriminator trigger, we ignore the trigger pulse as well as the entire first 100 ns of the time window.”.

Christopher Wendt
This is confusingly overlapping with rejecting the first 100ns of the time window, already described.



Christopher Wendt
Can we move Section 3 into this section, 
as a first step 4.0?  Anyway the first part of 4.1
is already about that stuff.



Christopher Wendt
Isn’t Exp1 also representing those, i.e. you need both Exp1 and Exp2?



Christopher Wendt
Actually the next paragraph is still about the procedure, not the results, also the first sentence of the following paragraph.
Suggest moving to 4.1. 

Christopher Wendt
Here “these fits” means only the non-Exp1 fits, right?  Clarify / justify?



Christopher Wendt
Probably need to remind why Table 1 and Table 2 results look different, i.e. mostly the different types of module.  
Would be easier if this section came after the next one?
Also, justify using the same Exp1 fit for all data rather than fitting separately, or at least admit it and say it doesn’t matter?



Christopher Wendt
“gradual change in process parameters over the course of xx years of PMT production”












